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“Like New Order floating on a cloud” 

The Egg are back to dominate the electro scene with their new album ‘Something To Do’ 
out on Squarepeg Records this Autumn.

The Egg’s whirlwind career have seen them smash the charts  internationally with 
collaborations with Tocadisco and David Guetta and tour the world bridging the gap 
between festivals and clubs.  Never ones to dwell on the past, the bands fourth studio 
album, ‘Something To Do’ is a development of their live show and a reflection of the 
influences they picked up along the way.  

‘More electronic, more deep house, but still live…..a bit more fizzing guitars, and a big 
sound in places to fill a stadium.’ The Egg, 2012

The title track ‘Something To Do’ is  a trip down the ‘Golden Path’ of late 90’s  UK stadium 
dance-rock.  From the off setting out to grab the attention of the listener, filling the room 
like an UNKLE at the top of their game. 

‘Fire,’ the story of a contemplative robot with echoes of Kraftwerk vocoders and a 
seriously deep Hot Creations bass line is the perfect balance to the up-beat stadium fillers 
that precede it.  You can really feel the build and release of pressure created during their 
live shows when this tune drops.  Opting for a fluid instrumental led live show, sounding 
like a house DJ reminiscing about his dads German-psych 12’s in the attic, they couldn’t 
be further from a certain French DJ.  Collaborating with Ulrich Schnauss and his museum 
of synths brings moments  of true cerebral space travel adding a textured depth not often 
reached by many bands.     

Sometimes working with multiple producers creates a lack of cohesion on an album but 
here it fulfils the bands progressive style bringing different ideas to the table.  Looking to 
the dance floor with Bruno Ellingham on the controls  (Moby, New Order, Delphic, Ewan 
Pearson) creating a drum sound that would please any DFA enthusiast and allowing for 
the songs structural flow of a club track to develop while never compromising musical 
integrity.  Another producer involved was Greg Hunter whose previous  clients include The 
Orb who carefully made the music “light and deep at the same time.”  

Lyrically they often draw from everyday experiences and the comedy of life, turning a cold 
call from a company selling shares in an oil company into a wry reflection of modern 
society.

With another album in the works and a song coming out through a new Ninja Tunes app 
this album is a snapshot of the bands continual energy to create, innovate and collaborate.
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